


A MESSAGE FROM
THE VOLUNTEER
TEAM

It is no doubt that the year 2020 came as a shock for all of us. A

pivotal time in our world and in history, our individual lives and

collective communities experienced sudden and extreme shifts.

It was a challenging time that required us to think differently

about what it meant to be in community, and about how we

could remain present to offer and sustain meaningful resources

for those who are blind or visually impaired. 

In this "Mission Possible" report, I aim to share how you, our

volunteer community, created and uplifted opportunities for joy

and connection throughout 2020. Through your support you

have not only created and nurtured meaningful experiences for

Cleveland Sight Center (CSC) clients, but you have also

journeyed with us and have proven that no matter the

circumstance, making a difference in the name of CSC's

mission is always possible. 

With great gratitude and admiration, 

M e l i s s a  M a u k
Manager of Volunteer Services







A CONSISTENT
VOICE
From the latest in news and culture to poetry, science,

business and more, CSC's Radio Readers remained a reliable

resource for listeners to tune into for information during the

height of 2020's challenges and beyond. Offering more than

25 unique programs, Radio Readers were steadfast in

producing new content from home and at a safe social

distance to be sure CSCN listeners didn't miss a beat! 

CSCN hosted 5,719 online
radio sessions in 2020.

Radio Reading Volunteers 





University School
Helped prepare for virtual White Cane Walk and recorded videos

for clients unable to partake in live programming.

The American Medical Student Association 
Helped us thank our donors, sent a caring message to our

preschool students and ensured our play area in preschool was

clean and safe for all. 

Delta Gamma Kent State University and Saint Gabriel Parish 
Supported at-home volunteer projects. 

Looking back on the last year, the support and power of

community made a lasting difference. Thanks to you and your

belief in the work of Cleveland Sight Center, the lives of many

were impacted and clients of all ages were reminded of what it

means to be part of the CSC family. The time you took, the way

you cared and the creativity you shared made an imprint. You

formed memories and helped people learn and grow. You

connected people during a time when it was otherwise hard to

feel connected. So thank you, from the bottom of our hearts.

This community shines so much brighter, and our work reaches

so much further, thanks to you. 

A YEAR TO 
REMEMBER

In 2020 187 volunteers
donated 5,300 hours to CSC.

AMSA volunteers 


